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Abstract. We have been working on the integration of video with
supplementary documents, such as cooking programs. We propose an
integration system that performs semantic segmentations of video and
text and associates them together. This association is realized using the
ordinal restriction of the recipe, cooccurrences of words in the text and
the audio in the video, and the relation between the background in a
video and words which describe the situation in a text. In this paper,
we will introduce the result of an evaluation experiment and show the
effectiveness of the proposed integration method. Through our method,
many applications should become possible, such as a cooking navigation
software.
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1 Introduction

Reflecting the increasing importance of handling multimedia data, many studies
are made on indexing to TV broadcast video. Multimedia data consist of image,
audio and text, where various studies on analysis of each individual medium have
been made. Especially, image processing has been the main medium to handle
multimedia data for a long time. But recently, it has started to be considered that
image processing alone is insufficient for thorough understanding of multimedia
data. From the 1990s, integrated processing that supplements the incompleteness
of information from each medium has become a trend [4].

Following this trend, we are trying to integrate TV programs with related
documents, taking advantage of the relative easiness of extracting semantic struc-
tures from text media. Among various programs, educational programs are con-
sidered as appropriate sources, since (1)supplementary documents are available,
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and (2)the video contains a lot of implicit information that integration could
be helpful to thorough understanding of both media. In addition, the demand
for cooking videos and their applications are high, since cooking is a daily and
important activity.

Therefore we propose an integration system that performs semantic segmen-
tations of video and text and associate them together. This association is realized
using the ordinal restriction from the recipe, cooccurrence of words in the text
and the audio in the video, and the relation between the background of the video
and words which describe the situation in the text.

In this paper, we will introduce the result of an evaluation experiment and
show the effectiveness of the proposed integration method. Through our method,
many applications should become possible, such as a cooking navigation software.

2 System Overview

In our system, multimedia data is created from a cooking video by matching it
to a corresponding part in a recipe text. An example of the matching is shown
in Fig. 1.

As shown in Fig. 1, in cooking programs, the order of steps often differs be-
tween a video and a textbook. In that case automatic association of a cooking
video and its text recipe is a difficult task. In this paper, a solution which com-
bines information derived from multiple media is proposed. The overview of the
integration method is shown in Fig. 2.

First, text segmentation is performed by extracting important words from a
text using a domain-specific dictionary. The text is divided into semantic seg-
ments. This segment is called a “text block”. Finally the ordinal structure be-
tween text blocks is analyzed.

Meanwhile, shot detection, categorization, and background classification are
applied to a video corresponding to the text. Next, shots with a same background
type are clustered. This shot cluster is called a “video scene” in this paper.

Fig. 1. Association of a cooking video and a recipe text.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the integration method.

Finally, association of each “text block” and “video scene” is performed.
At this time, a text block with the highest relevance ratio to a video scene
are matched together. The relevance ratio is calculated from the integration of
information derived from multiple sources.

Each part of the system is explained in the following sections.

3 Media Analysis

3.1 Extraction of Text Blocks and Analysis of the Ordinal Structure

An overview of the text analysis1 is shown in the left side of Fig. 2.
First, nouns, verbs and some modifiers are extracted from a cookbook, refer-

ring to a domain-specific dictionary. Especially, words which express a cooking
condition (ex. “at high heat”) are important.

Next, a series of verbs starting with verbs which fulfill the following conditions
is extracted as a “text block”.

1. Verbs which are associated to the same “ingredient noun”.
2. Verbs in a sentence which has “a container noun” + “in”.

(ex. “Bake onions in a frying pan.”)

At last, ordinal relations of text blocks are determined. We have already
proposed a method to extract the verbal ordinal relation automatically, and
have shown its effectiveness[1]. Using this method, ordinal restrictions of text
blocks are extracted from the verbal ordinal relations.

1 The entire procedure is for Japanese text.
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3.2 Extraction of Video Scenes

“Video scenes” are extracted as groups of hand shots that have the same back-
ground.

First, cut detection is performed to a video sequence. In our implementation,
we adopted a cut detection method using DCT clustering [2]. After the cut
detection, the shots are classified into two categories; (1)Hand shot and (2)Face
shot, as shown in Fig. 3. Hand and face shots are categorized automatically by
face detection as described in our previous publication [3].

Next, hand shots are classified by background color distribution. Backgrounds
are categorized into “board”, “table” and “range (=gas stove)” as shown in Fig.
3 (a) ∼ (c), and “others” which are those that can not be categorized into any
category.

(a) Board (b) Table (c) Range (gas oven)
(1) Hand shots (2) Face shot

Fig. 3. Shot categories in cooking videos.

In this method, a supervised learning method using multiple cooking pro-
grams as training data is performed to extract which part of the images is most
probable to represent the “background”. After that, hand shots are clustered
using the color information of the “background” part. The “background” part
which is extracted by this method is shown in Fig. 3 (a) ∼ (c) as the emphasized
block at the bottom. By this process, actual types of the background (ex. table
or range) can not be specified, but shots with the same background could be
distinguished.

Finally, a continuous series of hand shots with the same background is ex-
tracted as a “video scene”.

4 Multimedia Integration

In this section, the integration method which associates a “text block” and a
“video scene” is explained.

As shown in Fig. 2, ordinal relations of “text blocks” is structured as an
inverted tree. Therefore, when we analyze the restrictions in the order, it is easy
to solve them from the latest one to the first one. A text block is associated with
a “video scene” with the highest relevance ratio, from the last to the first.
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Even for the same combination of a “video scene” and a “text block”, the
“relevance ratio” between them may vary according to the order the association
was tracked till then. Therefore a text block and a video scene are associated so
that it maximizes the total score as a whole.

In this paper, a “relevance ratio” is defined as the total sum of the scores
derived from the information listed below.

1. Ordinal restriction of text blocks.
2. Background information of the video scene.
3. The number of the words that cooccuer in the text block and the audio data

(closed caption = CC) of the video scene.

In order to adjust the influence of the above three information, scores X1,
X2 and X3 which show the degrees of relation are assigned to each of them
respectively. The score is distributed to each text block within the assigned
score for each information.

The score calculation method to select a text block Tj associated with a video
scene Si=I is explained below.

Information 1: Ordinal Restriction of Text Blocks
Here, a score is distributed so that text blocks, which may have more pos-

sibility to be associated with a scene Si=I according to the ordinal structure,
should have higher score.

The following is an explanation of a score calculation method based on the
example in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the latest two scenes (IV and III) have already been
associated to text blocks, and the next scene (II) is waiting for the association.

The previously associated blocks (D and G) are defined as Ti∈α. As shown
in Fig. 4, we define the nearest blocks which are upper than Tj∈α blocks as the
first candidates, and the nearest one which are upper than the first candidates
as the second candidates. This is because the blocks lower than Tj∈α are scarcely
possible to be associated to earlier scenes.

Let n1 be the number of blocks of the first candidates. Then X1/n1 is the
score of the text of the first candidates. The second candidate blocks get X1/n1×
n2, where n2 is a suitable ratio (1 ∼ 2).

Information 2: Background Information of the Video Scene
At first, background information of each scene can not be used as a hint for

the association, because the type of the background is not specified yet. As the
association proceeds, text blocks are associated to each video scene, the type of
each background class could be inferred.

First, one of the four kinds of attributes in Tab. 1 are given to each word
contained in a text block referring to a domain-specific dictionary.

The attribute of a text block is defined as the same as that of the words it
contains. Although words with an attribute “o” are usually neglected, when a
text block contains only words of attribute “o”, a text block will also have an
attribute “o”.

Next, a process is selected among the following A ∼ C according to the
current state of the association process. (The background class of the target
scene Si=I is defined as BI .)
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Fig. 4. Extraction of candidate text blocks using ordinal restrictions.

Table 1. Attributes of words related to video backgrounds.

attribute property associated background examples
c cut board cut, slice, knife, cutting board
h heat range bake, heat, frying pan
m work table dish up, mix, bowl, dish
o others – add, chopsticks

A. There has been no scene associated with the text blocks: This
is the first condition of the whole association process. A score 0 is given to all
text blocks because no hint is available from the background information at this
state.

B. Scene with background BI has been associated with some text
block: A score Xij which shows the relevance ratio between a scene Si and a
text block Tj (attribute Cj) is given as in Eq. 1. The number of all text blocks
which has been associated to scenes with a background class Bi is defined as ni,
and the number of text blocks with an attribute Cj among them is defined as
nij .

Xij = X2 × nij/ni (1)

C. Scenes with backgrounds except BI is associated to a text block:
XIJ is the score between a text block Tj=J (attribute Cj=J) and a video scene
SI . When the number of background types which has not been associated to
a text yet (including BI) is defined as nB , XIJ is defined as shown in Eq. 2.
According to Eq. 2, for example, if many other background types have been
associated with an attribute “h”, a scene with a background BI will have a
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lower relevance ratio with a text block with an attribute “h”.

XIJ =

{
X2−

∑
i�=I

XiJ

nB
if

∑
i �=I XiJ < X2

0 otherwise
(2)

Information 3: The Number of the Same Words in a Text Block
and Audio Data (Closed Caption) of the Video Scene

High relevance ratio is distributed to a text block Tj when there are many
common words between Tj and the closed caption contained in a video scene
SI . Here, the audio is introduced as a hint and the accuracy of the association
is expected to improve.

First, effective words are extracted from all the closed captions in a video
scene using a domain-specific dictionary. A relevance score XIJ between a scene
SI and a text block TJ is defined as Eq. 3, when the number of common words
between Tj and the closed caption in the scene Si is defined as Wij .

XIJ = X3 × WIJ/
∑

j WIj (3)

5 Evaluation of the Integration

An evaluation experiment is performed according to the method described in
the previous section. Experimental conditions are shown in Tab. 2. Parameters
were determined manually through several trials.

The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the integration method itself.
Therefore, shot detection, categorization, and clustering using backgrounds were
performed manually. On the text analysis part, extraction of text blocks and
analysis of the ordinal structure were performed manually, too.

Video shots and text blocks were associated according to the method de-
scribed in the previous section, and the result was compared with a ground
truth which was created manually.

Table 2. Experimental conditions.

(a) Features of data (b) Parameters
cooking program the number of recipes duration

“K” 10 1’24”
“O” 10 1’18”
Total 20 2’42”

parameter value
X1 60
X2 60
X3 100

Table 3. The result of evaluation experiment (%).

Used Informations “K” “O” Average
1. Ordinal restriction 20.2 20.5 20.4
2. Background info. 24.6 20.5 22.6
3. Closed caption 60.5 58.9 59.7
All (Proposed method) 83.3 74.1 78.8
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The result is shown in Tab. 3. In this table, the results using the Informations
1, 2 and 3 individually are shown to be compared with the result of the proposed
method to evaluate the effectiveness of the integration of multimedia information
proposed in this paper.

The result shows that the accuracy by the proposed method is much higher
than the accuracy using only one information source, and the total average
accuracy is about 80%. Through this, the effectiveness of the proposed method
is shown.

6 Conclusion

We have been working on integration of video with supplementary documents,
such as cooking programs. We propose an integration system that performs
semantic segmentations of video and text, and associate them together. This
association was realized using the ordinal restriction in a recipe, cooccurrence
of words in the text and the audio in the video, and the relation between the
background in a video and words which describe the situation in the text.

We introduced the result of an evaluation experiment and showed the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed integration method. Through our method, many
applications should become possible, such as a cooking navigation software.
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